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At the start of the fourth quarter of the year 2018 we are 
pleased to present You another, 11th edition of Luxiona Maga-
zine.  Traditionally, in this edition we will present a short cove-
rage of the latest Summer Technical Conferences, which were 
incredibly rich in terms of presented products. Noteworthy is 
a new and interesting formula of presenting new products.

In the newest edition of our Luxiona Magazine, we would like 
to present You a substantial number of implementations which 
our company has managed to carry out recently. We have 
divided investments into categories: office and architecture, 
industrial, clean rooms, residential and outdoor. We believe 
that our projects will be interesting for You.

We strongly encourage You to read our product brochure and 
also to subscribe to our newsletter. Thanks to this You will be 
up-to-date with LUXIONA’s product offer as well as with our 
implementations.

Enjoy reading our Magazine!

Dear Readers

Editors of LUXIONA magazine 
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I am very pleased to meet You again in our magazine. We have just 
finished another season of summer conferences for LUXIONA Poland 
Clients. As usual we have prepared an extensive coverage from 
the event. We included the most interesting implementations for 
different kinds of buildings: office with a particular application of 
architectural luminaires, industrial, clean rooms and residential 
buildings together with outdoor illumination. In this edition we are 
introducing You new marketing materials and the newest product 
solutions.

Let’s begin with a summary of the seventh season of the Summer 
Technical Conferences, which have become a permanent feature of 
the training calendar for our Clients. This year we have significantly 
changed the formula of this event to be more like a workshop, where 
You could familiarize in details with our architectural, industrial, 
residential and office offer as well as outdoor lighting and clean room 
luminaires. The workshops were conducted by the best technical and 
sales experts from LUXIONA Poland. The way of sharing knowledge 
about lighting was met with the highest reputation among our Clients.

The second part of our Technical Summer Conferences were thematic seminars dedicated to architects and designers of electric 
systems, which were enriched with the most interesting lighting implementations and the newest aspects of LED technology. 
At the end of a day there were moments of relax on water and good fun in the evening as well as unforgettable illusionist’s show. 
I would like to take the advantage and invite You now to the next year Technical Summer Conferences.

Every year on the occasion of the Technical Summer conferences there are new marketing materials. This year such a new tool has 
been created – a virtual walk of 360°, which is a recording of the content of particular workshop product stands, available on our 
website.  I encourage You to take the opportunity of especially prepared thematic brochures and lighting solutions: architectural, 
for offices, for industry, for clean rooms and residential buildings as well as outdoor illumination. A supplementation of this offer, which 
will allow You to be up-to-date with product novelties and company’s new implementations are newsletters, periodically send by email; 
You can subscribe for on website www.luxiona.pl/en.

Traditionally we would like to bring You into contact with our the most interesting implementations of the last few months. We divided 
them thematically according to the character of a building or the type of lighting implemented. This time we are showing a wide range 
of architectural lighting solutions for offices or open spaces in shopping centres. One of the biggest implementations in this area is 
GEMINI PARK shopping centre in Tychy, where LED luminaires Flying Surface, Tondo, Telas O or X-Line were applied, giving a unique 
character of these interiors, at the same time being an element of architectural decoration.  Another example where similar luminaires 
such as Rubin Round and X-Line were used, is European Centre of Geological Education in Checiny, integrated into the interior of 
inactive quarry, which received the title of the best public utility building and a nomination to a prestigious European architectural 
award. Other examples of the applications of similar luminaires we have in the illumination of Architects Dawidczyk&Partners office and 
Domena.pl company (Tondo, Snake, Astor, Essence).
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Dear All,

Very interestingly look headquarters of two German companies in 
Berlin, office and warehouse building of the GRIMM company is an 
interesting connection of our luminaires and skylights in the industrial 
ceiling (Tondo, Rubin Round, Aruna Slim, X-Line) as well as offices 
of Lufthansa Systems, where we achieved a modernistic effect of 
the premises thanks to Europanel luminaire.

I particularly call attention to innovative Mosaic luminaires in the 
shape of straight element and an arch, which are cutting-edge 
alternative to existing ones for suspended ceilings. Presented 
here building of National Archives in Bialystok and Public Library in 
Konstancin-Jeziorna are examples of unlimited design possibilities in 
a standard modular ceiling.

An industrial and sport sector is subsequent segment illuminated 
by LUXIONA Poland. The enormous undertaking was illumination of 
production halls of MAN BUS in Starachowice, where high quality 
industrial luminaires Atena LED have been applied. We also often 
illuminate sport facilities, giving the example of redesigned Family 
Swimming Pool in Bialystok we applied there Tube and Ametyst 
luminaires, which are resistant to particular working conditions (high 
temperature, high humidity, chlorinated water) as well as redesigned 
sport hall in No 1 Primary School in Marki, where we applied Tube 
and Rubin Sport luminaires.

It is worth mentioning that lately we have had a lot of interesting 
lighting projects for housing estates, which are illuminated indoor 
as well as outdoor giving them a unique character. Such example 
is Awangarda Housing Estate in Warsaw, where luminaires Kubik 
Pole 4D and Lampas were applied in the outdoor area and Essence 
in staircases and corridors. Second implementation of this type is 
the Artistic Zoliborz Housing Estate distinguishing by modern and 
an artistic look. We applied there Kubik Pole ODB, Kubik Pole L and 
Beryl Proof Recessed in the beautiful outdoor greenstones as well as 
X-Line SQ N in staircases, entrances and corridors.

Here we also present interesting outdoor illuminations of buildings 
mentioned above in Bialystok-National Archives (E-Wall, Fasad Wall, 
Beryl Proof Surface) where an interesting copper made cupola 
was exhibited, and Family Swimming Pool (Filar, Tosca) there we 
illuminated car parks, drive ways, pavements and greenery around 
the swimming pool. An impressive supplementation of illumination 
examples is backlighting a façade of the historical Railway Station 
building in Teresin Niepokalanow (Atlante) and a nearby monument 
(Beam).

Supplementation of this wide range overview implementations are 
two examples of clean rooms-Municipal Hospital in Goleniow, where 
we installed Agat Clean No-Frame LED in labour ward and a private 
clinic JOLLY MED in Warsaw (Agat Clean LED).

In conclusion, in the part of this magazine where we present our 
products we remind You about our newest family of architectural 
luminaires - Artshape, which has been extended with new shapes 
and functionalities. Moreover, we present an industrial luminaire 
Atena Line LED, new versions of down lights such as Beryl for offices 
of higher standards as well as outdoor luminaires Kubik Pole 2D LED 
and Kubik Pole 4D LED.

I really encourage You to get familiar with our newest implementations 
and lighting solutions. I kindly invite to successful cooperation.

RAFAŁ WESOŁOWSKI – GENERAL  
DIRECTOR OF LUXIONA POLAND S.A.

INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION

Rafał Wesołowski
General Director of LUXIONA Poland S.A.
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CONFERENCES CONFERENCES

At the end of August we closed another 
season of Summer Technical Conferences. We 
are pleased to announce that it was already 
sixth edition of this event. Series of meetings 
with our Clients has inscribed in the schedule 
of electro technical event in our country. We 
are really proud of it!

The event as usual took place in the picturesque neighbourhood in the vicinity of Lake Mikorzynskie. This place 
enhanced the character of meetings, not only educational but also linked with good fun and recreation on water. The 
series of meetings took place in the Recreational and Training Centre-Wityng in Mikorzyn.

As every year we hosted a few hundreds of our Clients. Among the guests present at the Conferences there were archi-
tects, investors, electricity contractors, designers of electrical installations, lighting designers or distributors. Among the 
visitors there were also export customers from a dozen or so European markets which LUXIONA Poland serves.

SUMMARY OF THE SUMMER 
TECHNICAL CONFERENCES 
OF 2018
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CONFERENCES CONFERENCES

This year conferences were carried out in a new formula of cognising luminaires which are in the portfolio product 
brands of LUXIONA Poland. We have focused on the major market sectors which are served by our company: architec-
tural and office buildings, Clean rooms, industrial buildings and residential buildings along with outdoor area lighting.

One of the rooms was dedicated to preparation of product stands. Altogether, there were five stands and each of them 
was an equivalent of the market sectors above-mentioned. We built special displays adjusted to mount luminaires and 
we separated them from each other by using special walls on which we demonstrated our lighting realisations. Owing 
to this solution the room reminded a market hall. Our Clients could walk around and between particular stands, explore 
technical details and construction of the luminaires, listen to presentations prepared by managers responsible for parti-
cular product-market sectors and they also could ask profound questions.

The culmination of works on the new formula of the conferences was a preparation of a virtual walk around 
product stands. This tool is presented very precisely on the further pages of the Magazine. We cordially 
invite you to take a virtual walk or to see a short footage. These materials are available on our website 
https://www.luxiona.pl/en/aktualnosci. It is a great opportunity for all participants of the conferences to fix in your mind 
the knowledge about our products and the walk you had between stands. All of those who have not got a chance to 
visit us this year in Mikorzyn we also invite to virtual trip. We really want you to feel the atmosphere of 2018 Summer 
Technical Conferences.

Educational part of our conferences does not mean only products but also thematic seminars regarding the newest 
trends in lighting technology. In the line with the catchphrase of this edition of the conferences „Innovative lighting 
solutions” we wanted to pass content concerning such concepts as: Human Centric Lighting, Tunable White, SDCM, 
biological safety and many more. There was also clearly project design information such as BREEAM or LEED certifi-
cates. We introduced congeneric design solutions (not only lighting design but also electric installation design) which 
are offered by LUXIONA Poland to its Clients. We more widely presented our decorative lighting brand (metalarte) and 
we proudly boasted prestigious lighting realisations we have recently completed. We believe that You have gained valu-
able knowledge from our presentations.

What would Summer Technical Conferences be without water attraction? This is an integral part of the event which 
is welcomed by our Clients with a smile. This is an inspiration for us to present even more sophisticated elements of 
water craziness. Unforgettable attractions were provided to You by Directors and Managers of LUXIONA Poland in the 
lead was General Director Rafal Wesolowski and Production Plant Director Michal Szybalski. The kick of adrenaline and 
moments of relaxation were provided to You by modern jet skis and motor boats which guaranteed sensations of huge 
power and speed.

Day full of knowledge and water attractions was crowned by evening supper for everybody, good fun and special 
surprise for our Clients. The surprise, which believe, provided unforgettable experiences. We hope that this year confe-
rences will remain in Your memory and will recall memories. We cordially thank You for high participation in the event.  
This year however is not the end of joint meetings with our Clients. In our timetable in November we are planning 
another conference dedicated to our export markets Clients. This time we are meeting in Warsaw. We look forward to 
meeting You!
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CONFERENCES CONFERENCES

WATER ATTRACTIONS
AND EVENING ENTERTAINMENT
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CONFERENCES CONFERENCES

To mark the new formula of this year Summer Technical Conferences we prepared a virtual walk around product stands 
which were specifically constructed for the need of the conference. This tool will allow You to get to know with product 
novelties and strategic luminaires from our offer in an interesting and modern form. The virtual trip will allow you to visit 
five stands: illumination of architectural objects, illumination of office rooms, illumination of Clean Rooms, illumination of 
industrial objects and illumination of residential buildings and outdoor areas. Below we present possibilities guaranteed 
by digital sightseeing. The tool is available when you click this link:

Walking between particular stands is possible after You click appropriate link (pin) with the name of the room or mini 
photo visible at the bottom of the screen.

At the each stand we prepared special hotspots. They let You click once and download the image of the product and 
the link to the website which is dedicated to a particular luminaire. It will allow You to profoundly analyse information 
about the product.

The virtual walk can be conducted with VR goggles (after You choose WebVR mode), on a display of laptop or monitor 
as well as smartphone.

VIRTUAL WALK
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LEGEND: start navigation points

www.walk360.luxiona.pl
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

GRIMM

OFFICE AND ARCHITECTURE

Applied luminaires: Tondo LED

Location: Berlin, Germany

Description: Office and warehouse building of the company 
which equips gastronomical facilities. The illumination is entirely 
designed by LUXIONA Poland in cooperation with LUXIONA 
GmbH in Berlin. The characteristic of the building is an industrial 
ceiling with roof skylights ensuring the emission of natural light 
in rooms. An interesting solution in this case was application of 
round luminaires so that their shape relates to the room skyli-
ghts located in the ceiling. They ideally match. In that the rooms 
became modern and stylish.

Products:

Applied luminaires: Rubin Round LED

Applied luminaires: X-Line LEDApplied luminaires: Aruna Slim LED

X-LINE LEDARUNA SLIM LEDRUBIN 
 ROUND LED

TONDO LED
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

ARCHITECTS
DAWIDCZYK & PARTNERZY
Location: Warsaw, Poland

Description: Architectural studio located in Praga district 
in Warsaw is modern office equipped with stylish luminaires.  
Lighting was designed in such a way to perfectly emphasize the 
character of this place. Snake LED luminaire it is a light line of 
an original shape and LED light sources characterised by high 
luminous efficacy. The luminaire perfectly fulfils its purpose in 
long rooms with workstations. Simultaneously its look creates 
modern character of the rooms. It superbly integrates in stan-
dard interiors as well as in glazed and light conference room. On 
the other hand in more representative parts of the office such 
as reception or chairman’s office, TONDO LED luminaires were 
applied.

OFFICE AND ARCHITECTURE

Applied luminaires: Snake W LEDApplied luminaires: Snake W LED

Products:

TONDO LED SNAKE W LED

Applied luminaires: Snake W LED

Applied luminaires: Tondo LED
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

GEMINI PARK
SHOPPING MALL
Location: Tychy, Poland

Description: The building was opened in March 2018 and it 
was long-awaited shopping centre by residents of Tychy and 
neighbouring towns and villages. The design of the building was 
so designed as to blend in the surrounding neighbourhood. The 
facade has horizontal character. Interiors are full of spacious 
alleys. The alleys, atrium and restaurants are illuminated by 
architectural luminaires such as: Telas O LED, Tondo LED, 
Flying Surface LED, X-Line SQ LED and X-Line LED with lighting 
connectors.

Products:

X-LINE LEDX-LINE SQ N LEDTELAS O LEDTONDO LEDFLYING SURFACE LED

OFFICE AND ARCHITECTURE

Applied luminaires: X-Line SQ N LEDApplied luminaires: Tondo LED Applied luminaires: X-Line LED Applied luminaires: X-Line LED

Applied luminaires: Telas O LED

Applied luminaires: Flying Surface LED
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

Applied luminaires: Mosaic LED

Location: Konstancin-Jeziorna, Poland

Description: A newly renovated building of Public Library 
Konstancin Jeziorna branch in Skolimow.  The building is divided 
into two parts: for children and general purpose.  It is charac-
terised by simple style but Mosaic LED luminaires give a remar-
kable effect.  They serve as an excellent example how originally 
they can we utilise standard modular ceilings.  Thanks to two 
basic shapes (straight part and arch), creating many combina-
tions and forms is limited only by Your imagination and the size 
of the ceiling.

Products:

Applied luminaires: Mosaic LED

Applied luminaires: Mosaic LEDApplied luminaires: Mosaic LED

MOSAIC LED
PART 2: ARCH

MOSAIC LED
PART 1: SIMPLE ELEMENT

PUBLIC LIBRARY

OFFICE AND ARCHITECTURE
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

THE EUROPEAN CENTRE
OF GEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
Location: Chęciny, Poland

Description: ECEG Checiny is a research centre of University 
of Warsaw. Rooms of the Research Centre, which are located 
in an old quarry of Korzecko in Checiny, have been designed 
to blend into the environment. Localisation in Swietokrzyskie 
Province is significant because in this region we can find rocks 
from 500 million years ago. That is undeniable asset in the field 
of geology. In the interiors of ECEG there are lectures rooms, 
laboratories of geological and chemical samples, workshops, 
hotels and canteen for faculty. 

Products:

X-LINE LED

Applied luminaires: X-Line LED

Applied luminaires: X-Line LED Applied luminaires: Triana

Applied luminaires: Rubin Round LED

Applied luminaires: Rubin Round LED

RUBIN 
ROUND LED

The building has received a title of the 
best public utility building in Poland 
(The European Property Awards) and a 
nomination to the Miesa van der Rohe 
Award for European Architecture (The 
European Union Prize for Contemporary 
Architecture)-Mies van der Rohe Award.

TRIANA 

OFFICE AND ARCHITECTURE
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

Applied luminaires: Mosaic LED

Location: Białystok, Poland

Description: The interiors of a new building of the National 
Archives look like compositions of different patterns created 
from Mosaic luminaires. It is another example how interestingly 
we can arrange rooms with suspended modular ceiling. The 
whole is completed by architectural luminaires Tondo LED and 
Rubin Round LED in the main hall. Expositions of the most valu-
able documents are illuminated by Tear LED projectors.

Products:

Applied luminaires: Tear LED

Applied luminaires: Mosaic LEDApplied luminaires: Mosaic LED, Rubin Round LED

MOSAIC LED
PART 2: ARCH

MOSAIC LED
PART 1:

SIMPLE ELEMENT

NATIONAL ARCHIVES

TONDO LEDTEAR LED RUBIN 
ROUND LED

OFFICE AND ARCHITECTURE
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

LUFTHANSA SYSTEMS
Location: Berlin, Germany

Description: Lufthansa System offices, the company which 
specialises in computer software in Berlin, were illuminated by 
ultra thin LED panels-called Euro panel luminaires. The lumi-
naire in hanging version in this kind of room looks modernistic 
and gorgeous.  It is worth emphasizing the universal character 
of the Euro panel LED. The luminaire besides mounting on the 
slings is also adjusted to be mounted directly on ceiling and in 
suspended ceilings (in modular or cardboard structures).

Products:

EUROPANEL LED

Applied luminaires: Europanel LEDApplied luminaires: Europanel LED

Location: Bydgoszcz, Polska

Description: The interiors of a tenement house on Gdanska 
Street in Bydgoszcz are occupied by a company providing 
internet services. Modernly designed interiors are illuminated by 
LUXIONA Poland luminaires. The most glamorous one is Snake 
W LED which can be found in a small corridor that connects 
entrances to particular offices.  Remaining rooms such as recep-
tion, conference room, offices or kitchen were equipped with 
Essence LED luminaires (width of profile just 36 mm) and Astor 
LED UP&Down (direct-indirect light distribution).

Products:

Zastosowane oprawy: Tondo LED

Zastosowane oprawy: Tondo LED

DOMENA.PL

SNAKE W LEDASTOR LEDESSENCE LED

Applied luminaires: Astor LEDApplied luminaires: Essence LED

OFFICE AND ARCHITECTURE OFFICE AND ARCHITECTURE
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

MAN BUS

INDUSTRY AND SPORT

Location: Starachowice, Poland

Description: A bus production plant is a huge heavy and 
automotive industry hall. Lighting in such places must face the 
hardest conditions there. Huge production plants are lit by indu-
strial luminaires Atena LED in impressive amounts counted in 
hundreds of pieces.

Products:

ATENA LED

Applied luminaires: Atena LED

Applied luminaires: Atena LED Applied luminaires: Atena LED

Applied luminaires: Atena LED

Applied luminaires: Atena LED
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

FAMILY SWIMMING POOL
Location: Białystok, Poland

Description: A Family Swimming Pool in a building which in 
2017 was thoroughly modernized. High temperatures, high air 
moisture and chlorinated water these are extreme conditions for 
LED luminaires. In the most important building in such deman-
ding conditions our luminaires deal with it perfectly: floodlight 
Tube LED and big hermetic plafond Ametyst 500 LED. The buil-
ding was fully lit by our company i.e. offices, corridors, changing 
rooms and outdoor area.

Products:

AMETYST 500 LED

Applied luminaires: Tube LED, Ametyst 500 LEDApplied luminaires: Tube LED, Ametyst 500 LED

Applied luminaires: Tube LED, Ametyst 500 LED

Location: Marki, Poland

Description: After modernization and construction of a new 
wing, the Primary School in Marki has gained a modern appe-
arance and new illumination. Luminaires of LUXIONA Poland 
have found its application in all types of rooms. Among two 
sport halls-first was equipped with Rubin Sport LED luminaires 
with protective mesh against ball impacts, second and smaller 
hall was equipped with Tube LED luminaires. Besides presented 
sport halls in photos our luminaires are in classrooms. corridors 
and in a staffroom.

RUBIN SPORT LED

Applied luminaires: Rubin Sport LED

Applied luminaires: Tube LED

Applied luminaires: Tube LED

STATE PRIMARY SCHOOL

INDUSTRY AND SPORT

TUBE LED

INDUSTRY AND SPORT

Products:

TUBE LED
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

AWANGARDA HOUSING ESTATE

RESIDENTIAL AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Location: Warsaw, Poland

Description: Huge investment consisting of four buildings in 
which there are totally 150 modern apartments. At night the 
housing estate is brighten with a glow of tens of luminaires.  
Main patio, buildings entrances and internal roads are illumi-
nated by Kubik Pole 4D. There is also an accent lighting such 
as Kubik IN LED and Lampas LED. The interiors of the buildings 
e.g. staircases and halls were illuminated by Essence LED lumi-
naire adjusted to be mounted directly on the ceiling, on slings 
or in cardboard suspended ceilings. Outer part of the housing 
estate from the street side was illuminated by Kubik Pole 4D of 
3 m high.

Products:

ESSENCE LED

Applied luminaires: Kubik Pole 4D LED, Lampas LED

Applied luminaires: Kubik Pole 4D LED Applied luminaires: Kubik Pole 4D LED

Applied luminaires: Kubik IN LED

Applied luminaires: Essence G/K LED

LAMPAS LEDKUBIK IN LEDKUBIK POLE 4D LED
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

Applied luminaires: Fasad Wall LED

Location: Białystok, Poland

Description: The outdoor illumination of The National Archives 
building was implemented using Fasad Wall LED luminaires. 
A copper made structure of a cupola was impressively illuminated 
by luminaires positioned by the base and directed upwards. 
The light of two separate Fasad Wall LED luminaires placed on 
the wall of the building shows the name of the building at night.  
Stairs and main entrance are illuminated by ceiling mounted 
E-Wall and Beryl Proof LED products.

Products:

Applied luminaires: Beryl Proof Surface LED

Applied luminaires: Fasad Wall LEDApplied luminaires: Fasad Wall LED, E-Wall LED

BERYL PROOF 
SURFACE LED

NATIONAL ARCHIVES

RESIDENTIAL AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING

FASAD WALL LEDE-WALL LED
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

ARTISTIC ZOLIBORZ

RESIDENTIAL AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Location: Warsaw, Poland

Description: The Artistic Zoliborz accomodates again on the 
pages of Luxiona Magazine. We are all the more pleased that 
the cooperation with this investment was resumed because of 
second stage of the housing estate construction, which distin-
guishes itself by modern and artistic design. This time we hace 
used Kubik Pole ODB and Kubik L LED luminaires with Beryl 
Proof Recessed LED to illuminate beautiful and colourful patio.  
Staircases, entrances and corridors are illuminated by X-Line 
LED of ceiling mounted version and G/K and X-Line SQ N LED 
luminaires.

Products:

BERYL PROOF 
RECESSED LED

Applied luminaires: Kubik Pole ODB LED

Applied luminaires: Kubik Pole L LED Applied luminaires: X-Line SQ N LED

Applied luminaires: Beryl Proof Recessed LED

Applied luminaires: X-Line LED, X-Line G/K LED

KUBIK POLE ODB KUBIK POLE L LED X-LINE LEDX-LINE SQ N LED
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

FAMILY SWIMMING POOL
Location: Białystok, Poland

Description: Outdoor illumination of the swimming pool which 
was presented in the industrial and sport realisation of this issue 
of the Luxiona Magazine. Modern outdoor lighting is based on 
Filar LED luminaires and Tosca LED poles of 30 cm height.

Products:

TOSCA LED

Applied luminaires: Filar LED, Tosca LEDApplied luminaires: Filar LED

Applied luminaires: Tosca LED, Filar LED

Location: Teresin, Poland

Description: On the 7th of July 2018 there was formal 
completion of the project „Dworzec TO.Kultura”. A small railway 
station in Teresin looks impressively now.  After a general refurbi-
shment the main hall and the waiting area, where soft armchairs 
and tasteful tables are placed, looks very stylishly. Additionally, 
small library was located there. It could not miss in this case the 
outdoor illumination. The illumination of the building facade was 
implemented by Atlante luminaires. To illuminate the monument 
Beam luminaires were implemented.

BEAM LED

Applied luminaires: Atlante LEDApplied luminaires: Atlante LED

TERESIN-NIEPOKALANÓW
TRAIN STATION

FILAR LED

Products:

ATLANTE LED

RESIDENTIAL AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING RESIDENTIAL AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Applied luminaires: Beam LED
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REFERENCES REFERENCES

HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTRE
Location: Goleniów, Poland

Description: The gynaecological and obstetrics ward of a 
hospital in Goleniow after a refurbishment was fully illuminated 
by our company. Attention should be paid mainly to delivery 
room with Agat Clean No-Frame LED luminaires.

Products:

AGAT CLEAN 
 NO FRAME LED

Applied luminaires: Agat Clean No-Frame LED

Location: Warsaw, Poland

Description: Jolly MED is a private clinic which deals with 
plastic surgery, aesthetic surgery and aesthetic medicine. Below 
we present treatment room and post-treatment room, where we 
used our flagship family of luminaires dedicated to clean rooms
-Agat Clean LED. In this particular case products of dimensions 
1200x600mm the best fulfilled their purpose.

Applied luminaires: Agat Clean LED

Applied luminaires: Agat Clean LED

Applied luminaires: Agat Clean LED

JOLLY MED

Products:

AGAT CLEAN LED

CLEAN ROOMS CLEAN ROOMS

Applied luminaires: Agat Clean No-Frame LED
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NEVELTIES NOVELTIES

We invite You to read our present catalogue materials. Current portfolio contains four product brochures:

1. Lighting Solutions Industry,
2. Architectural and Office Lighting Solutions,
3. Residential Buildings and Outdoor Illumination,
4. Clean Program-System of Clean Rooms Illumination.

Materials are available in digital version on our website and in paper version. The paper versions are distributed among our clients 
by our employees of sales departments.

The brochures we have issued match the market segments which we operate the most often. Their compact form gives You 
a possibility to  quickly familiarise with luminaires dedicated to particular application. In our materials You can find the most important 
and strategic products from LUXIONA Poland offer. In one place we introduce detailed description, light and electric parameters, 
technical drawings, available accessories and an example of product implementation.

Keep up-to-date with product novelties and the newest implementations.  Sign 
up today to our newsletter*. 

*To subscribe to the newsletter You should fill in a form which is available on 
our website www.luxiona.pl/en

PRODUCT BROCHURES NEWSLETTER
NEW
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PRODUCTS PRODUCTS

In the last issue of our magazine we introduced new family of luminaires-Artshape LED. Current year is a very dynamic development 
of these products. Known to You so far versions Oval, Three, SQ and Six lived to see significant modifications. At the moment 
the family of these products ensures a wide range of luminous fluxes from 3000 lm up to 30 000 lm. As an answer to this there 
are new dimensions of the luminaires. Currently we there are three sizes we can distinguish: small, medium and large (the exact 
dimensions are given on our website and in catalogue products). The last important issue is a possibility to choose the luminaire 
Three, SQ and Six in the look of Edge and Full luminaires.

However, it is not the end of novelties. The family of Artshape LED extended of new shapes. We have welcomed Artshape Round 
(shaped of circle, also three sizes and types of Edge and Full) in our product offer, Artshape X (shape of letter X) and Artshape Line 
(line luminaire). With no doubt new shapes will allow to create new lighting conceptions and play with light. They perfectly fit in the 
idea which guides this family of products-the possibility to illuminate the interiors of high stylistic demands.

We would like to remind You that Artshape family of products can be mounted on ceiling or on the slings. The luminaires are 
equipped in highly efficient LED light sources. Available colour temperature is 3000 k or 4000 K. The sides of the shade are made 
of thin-walled aluminium profile. With the possibility to paint according to RAL palette, the luminaires allow You to create an unique 
arrangements of different rooms. Ideally even emitting-surface is made of a material with very good light transmittance factor and 
it has good light diffusion parameters.

ARTSHAPE – NEW SHAPES, NEW POSSIBILITIES
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PRODUCTS PRODUCTS

The industrial luminaire dedicated to ceiling mounted 
or on slings. The housing of a rectangular shape 
made of aluminium sheet. Standard colour RAL 9005 
(black). At the customer request there is possibility 
to make longer luminaire than standard dimensions, 
consequently the bigger is luminous flux. There are 
three light distributions available (narrow, medium 
and wide) thanks to special reflectors. Light sources 
are protected by hardened glass diffuser and the hole 
construction is characterised by high level of protection 
against dust and moisture penetration-IP65. There are 
three luminous fluxes options available. The colour 
temperature of LED light sources-5000 K. Possibility to 
apply the power supply in DALI standard which allows 
to control lighting. Available accessories: electric 
connectors of IP65 level and a grip to hang down the 
luminaire. The product is recommended to be applied 
in production halls, warehouse and heavy industry.

New versions of remarkably popular downlights in the 
offer of LUXIONA Poland. The housing of the luminaire 
is made of aluminium cast. This technology definitely 
increases possibilities of using a particular luminaire 
in the grounds of lower burden of ceilings because 
additional cooling radiator is not required. Beryl NEW 
LED O is characterised by higher light efficiency 
and luminous efficacy comparing with Beryl LED O. 
These luminaires are applied for lighting the interiors 
of prestigious meaning such as: hotels, banks 
or offices of a higher standard. Thanks to the 
application of the newest components and LED light 
sources of reputable companies it was possible to 
build luminaires which result in significant savings 
in electricity consumption. The Beryl NEW LED O is 
dedicated to be mounted on the suspended ceilings. 
N version is used to be mounted on permanent 
ceilings.

BERYL NEW LED O/ BERYL N NEW LED O

The outdoor luminaire to be mounted to the bed 
on dedicated foundation (900 mm version) and 
directly on consolidated foundation (300 mm and 
600 mm version). The product is equipped with 
highly efficient and energy saving LED light sources 
of the latest generation. LED module is sealed with 
special lens which simultaneously ensures optimal for 
this luminaire a wide light distribution. The housing 
is made of aluminium covered with facade paint 
and corrosion resistant. The product is designed 
for decorative illumination of footpaths, parks, 
recreational areas, residential areas, gardens and 
allotments. The protection level against particles, dust 
and moisture penetration: IP65.

KUBIK POLE 2D LED

Openwork structure with big side planes’ notches 
gives the luminaire kind of lightness. Hermetic LED 
module with a n integrated lenses ensuring four-
way symmetric light distribution. The mounting 
in the bed on specifically designed foundations. There 
is a possibility to make an optional luminaire with 
a reduction of the luminous flux or dimming the 
light as DALI protocol. Application: illumination 
of footpaths, parks, recreational areas, residential 
areas, gardens and allotments. The protection level 
against particles, dust and moisture penetration: IP65.

KUBIK POLE 4D LED

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

ATENA LINE LED
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LUXIONA Poland is part of the Spanish LUXIONA Group, which for more than 80 years has been successfully operating 
on the international market of the lighting industry. The mission of LUXIONA Poland is to create complementary lighting 
solutions, in accordance with the most recent technologies as well as legal and social requirements. For that reason, an 
active team constantly works on innovative technical solutions, keeping in mind the need for saving energy and protecting 
the environment. The team does not cease to enhance the quality of our products and the efficiency of our services, 
permanently analyzing the needs of our Customers.

The LUXIONA Group, including LUXIONA Poland which continues to implement the Group strategy, specializes in the compo-
sition and creation of indoor and outdoor lighting systems, basing on the vast experts’ experience and the broad scope of 
product brands. An integral part in the offer of LUXIONA Poland are comprehensive lighting solutions, which cover both 
the production and design services, in the widest sense of the word, delivered by high class designers and ready to meet 
the requirements of, among others: architectural spaces, areas in the so-called clean rooms, commercial surfaces etc. 
The LUXIONA Poland team specializes in implementing projects which require an individual approach and the application 
of modern technologies.


